JEPPESEN AVIATION VIDEOS/DVDS/BOOKS
JEPPESEN FLIGHTIME VIDEOS

Weather, Emergencies, Air Safety
Weather Hazards: Provides a review of con
ditions for thunderstorms; in-depth look at the
internal forces of thunderstorms; overview and
causes/ effects of wind shear; special look at
microbursts; & tips on avoiding these hazards.
P/N 3543............................ .

Aircraft Icing: Includes pre-flight planning considerations; operational considerations on the ground; flight effects on aerodynamics
performance; conditions conducive to ice formation; and recognition/
prevention of induction system icing.
P/N 3028............................ .

Basic Aviation Physiology: Covers avoiding/recognizing danger;

vision in flight; spatial disorientation (vertigo); respiration and altitude;
alcohol, drugs and performance.
P/N 3953............................ .

Mountain Flying: Provides information and techniques for flying in
the mountains and how to avoid the associated hazards.
P/N 13-22806..................... .

GPS/Loran: Covers the operating principles of GPS & LORAN and

discusses their benefits over conventional navigational equipment.
Addresses filing a GPS or LORAN flight plan. Gives practical tips for
using both systems.
P/N 13-22815..................... .

METAR/TAF: With implementation of METAR/TAF, the U.S. will utilize a
common worldwide format for surface observations and forecasts. This
video answers your questions and show you how to interpret current
and forecast weather. Also includes 24-pg supplement providing comprehensive information on new formats (VHS).
P/N 13-01197..................... .

Flight Review: Follows a pilot through a typical flight review, stressing

the topics and maneuvers that may be covered. (VHS)
P/N 13-01201..................... .

JEPPESEN TRAINING DVDs
Jeppesen Chart Training (DVD) - This exciting training tool enhances your knowledge of Approach Charts,
Enroute Charts, and Arrival/Departure Charts. All are included on one convenient DVD! Interactive quizzes are
also included to reinforce important concepts.
P/N 3076........................................

Aerodynamic Principles (DVD) - Get a complete
look at the forces that keep an aircraft flying and those
that work counter to it. By studying the four forces of
flight - lift, weight, thrust and drag - you will learn how
each force affects flight.
P/N 13-06214.................................
FITS FAA Industry Training Standards (DVD) -

FAA Industry Training Standards (FITS) was designed
by the FAA to better prepare pilots for the challenges of
flying technically advanced aircraft. FITs teaches pilots
to think and respond using real-flight scenarios.
PN 13-06215..................................

JEPPESEN GARMIN G1000
TRAINING CORE & VFR PROCEDURES

Teaches the skills required to master the operation and confidently fly the G1000. Includes a
multi-mode methodology that includes a "Demo
Mode" demonstrating the selected topic using
narration, text, and animated graphics. A "Training Mode" that guides you through the required
steps to accomplish the task, and a "Solo Mode"
enabling the assessment of the user's performance. Over 60 topics taught in eight categories emulating the phases of flight including Abnormal and Emergency
Operations, the use of the GFC700 autopilot, and Quick Tips. The program begins with the Start-Up category (product orientation) followed by
typical Pre-Takeoff operations. It then progresses to Departure, Enroute,
Arrival, Autopilot Operations and Emergency Procedures. An additional
category called Quick Tips contains timesaving techniques to improve
operational efficiency and product knowledge.
Garmin G1000 PDF&MFD Basic.................. P/N 13-05787.......................
G1000 Garmin PFD&MF Advanced............. P/N 13-05788.......................

JEPPESEN CHART TRAINING DVD

Supplement your aviation knowledge with Jeppesen’s
FlighTime Videos and DVDs training topics. Each subject
gives you a more detailed look at important aviation topics.
This exciting training tool will enhance your knowledge of
Approach Charts, Enroute Charts and Arrival/Departure
Charts. All are included on one convenient DVD!Interactive
quizzes are also included to reinforce important concepts.
Material is suitable for students and experienced pilots alike.
		
P/N 3076..................... .

JEPPESEN INTRODUCTION TO
NAVIGATION CHARTS

The chart training guide is published as a service for pilots training with Jeppesen charts. It is intended for reference only and includes some of the most commonly
used symbolism. This guide is revised regularly; however some variance may exist between this guide and
current chart services. These may be the result of one
or more of the following; chart issuance dates, timely
application of changes received from governing agencies, and/or the
method of representing such information. The chart training guide has
been designed as a supplementary training material and is not intended
for navigation.
P/N 13-06253..............................

Global Positioning System

The Next Generation of Navigation – Provides the latest
information available on GPS’ rapidly changing technology,
tools, rules, and procedures. You’ll learn how to use GPS in
VFR and IFR operations, and see how three different GPS
approaches are flown. This fast-paced, 30 minute video
includes 16-page GPS Reference Guide summarizing key requirements
for GPS flight. (VHS)
P/N 13-22815.......................

JEPPESEN CFI RENEWAL DVD COURSE

Renew your CFI certificate at home - on YOUR schedule
- using this Jeppesen comprehensive and flexible FAAapproved program in a 16-hour format. You will receive
eight specially produced, high quality videos and eight
chapters of comprehensive text material. Our flexible
enrollment allows you to enroll as close as 30 days prior
to your expiration date. And Jeppesen can now issue
your temporary CFI certificate directly to you. What could be more convenient!
P/N 13-04898...................................... .

JEPPESEN GFD DVD SERIES

The jeppesen GFD DVD Series is a great resource for
students and instructors alike. These DVD’s contain many
hours of informative and entertaining video that agrument
the written materials by providing visual reinforcement on
a variety of topics. the state-of-the-art graphics, animation, and aerial photography help students grasp complex
concepts.
Private Pilot DVD Series
P/N 13-02449...................................... .
Inst./ Commercial DVD Series P/N 13-02451...................................... .
Flight Instructor DVD Series
P/N 13-02452...................................... .
MULTI-ENGINE DVD SERIES P/N 13-02453...................................... .

JEPPESEN MANUALS
JEPPESEN PILOT TRAINING

Private Pilot Syllabus........................ P/N 13-04223..............
Private Pilot Airplane/Helicopter FAA Exam Package
P/N 13-02415..............
Private Pilot FAA Practical Test Study Guide
P/N 13-01258..............
Instrument/Commercial Record Folder
P/N 13-01207..............
Flight Instructor Syllabus...................................... P/N 13-02053..............
Multi-Engine Practical Test Standards................. P/N 13-01225..............
Schweizer Helicopter Manual............................... P/N 13-02034..............

JEPPESEN MAINTENANCE TRAINING
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FAR Handbook for Aviation Maintenance Techs.P/N13-31417-6............
Standard Aviation Maintenance Handbook.......... P/N 13-19225..............
Aircraft Systems and Components Book............. P/N 13-312685............
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